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The Party Is On! Homecoming 1970
EXPENDITURES

Editorial:

Participants
Should
Pay

Now that Senate has done the
dastardly deed, it is a little fruitless
for The Lobo to condemn them for
passing the Homecoming
appropriation. But allocating
$1465.50 for our traditional college
fun in the crispy, breezy fall air,
filled with giggles emanating from
the mouths of those who still persist
in the merriment of float-making, is
saddening and ridiculous.
The $1465.50 perhaps to some
can be rationalized by the "give the
kiddies their fun, because we don't
get to laugh often" argument. In·that
sense, it is ridiculous. The Greeks
carried the Homecoming vote in
Senate; the Greeks participate

proportionately more than any other
campus organizations; let the Greeks
have their fun, and let them pay for
it. Anyone who wants to paxticipate
in the frolicking can kick in the
money.
There are other less costly ways of
"having fun" than printing maps,
putting up luminarios, publishing a
special booklet for the event and
having bumper stickers.
The $1465.50 also supposedly is a
ploy to get the alumni involved in
the University. If an event such as
Homecoming is needed to draw
alumni support for UNM, we are in
deep trouble. But, since
Homecoming is also supposedly for
the alumns, let them also dish out
the money.
The allocations is especially
saddening because there axe so many
areas where our money could be
better spent. Our campus is in danger
of being lost to seas of sand because
of open parking lots and no
greenery. We could have paved lots,
purchased trees and helped with our
park. Or, we could have helped
someone off campus, say like
children with reading problems
(possibly, even some children of the
alumni through a tutorial program.
The list could go on. The University
is far from perfect, and money is one
way in which many of our ills could
be solved, or at least we could have
made a beginning at solving them.
But, Senate voted away our
$1465.50. And there's nothing more
we can say except . . . Vote for Sam
Taggard for Homecoming queen. It
fits.
Sarah Laidlaw

Friday night dance
Union and cafeteria
Ticket and coat takers ·
Security guards
Bands
Lighting ops

PROJECTED INCOME
Queen fees
Dance Income

$155,00
$19.50
$30.00
$460.00
$30.00

$100.00
$750.00

NEW
MEXICO

$694.50*
PHYSICAL PLANT
All events
PUBLICITY
Bumper stickers
Posters
Hand-outs
PARADE
Police
Car signs

$130.00
$250.00
$65.00
$35.00
$350.00
$10.00
$5.00
$15.00

HOUSE DECORATIONS ··
Police
Luminarios
Maps
Hand-outs
TROPHIES
House, parade, queen

$162.00
$100.00
$25.00
$20.00
$309.00
$145.00

PRESIDENT'S BREAKFAST
Food and pictures
$100.00
OFFICE
Meetings
Name tags
Supplies
QUEEN PICTURES
HALFTIME
BOOKLET

'

"
'<

$35.00
$15.00
$19.00
$69.00
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'
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$70.00
$70.00
$350.00
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~
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<
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GRAND TOTAL
$2,302.50**

$860.00

-------------

"

Lobo Photo by Mike Rowland

*Senate shows this figure as $709.50.
**Senate shows this figure as $2,317.50
.
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Coal Miners Strike Against Union
"
For Disa})ilit;r, Meclical Assurances I
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disabled miners, widows, their
'\
families and some working miners
began swelling meetings held in small
coal towns around southern West
\
Virginia. A deadline of midnight,
July 12, was set.
.,
Threatened by a renewal of the
strike, the giant Consolidation Coal
Co. sought and won a restraining
~------m;l~(E~d~it~o~r~'s~N~o~te~:t-T~h~e~~fo~ll~o~WI~·~n~g~o~.r~d~e~r:-i~~~~~t~ni~ at Consol
iwas issued against
series about the coal miners'
the Association of Disabled Miners
The miners were striking against the and Widows, a legal-action group
United Mine Workers Union (UMW) which had no connection with either
and the coal companies for more the strike or the Disabled Miners and
medical and retirement aid for Widows of Southern West Virginia.
widows and disabled miners.)
Five other companies joined Consol
BECKLEY, W.Va. (CPS-SCEF)- in obtaining court orders.
The pickets went up first in
I m mediate 1y, district and
international officials began working Wyoming Co. At three mines, Boyle
on the 18 locals to get them to supporters were able to lead the
renege on the strike commitment to miners over the pickets. Jack Smith,
the disabled miners. UMW President of Rhodell, a victim of a mine
Tony Boyle received and ignored accident that took both legs, was one
two telegrams from the locals.
of the pickets who was walked over.
"When I heard George Titler was Boyle supporters were somewhat
in Beckley, I knew he was up to no successful arguing that women had
good," said an unidentified striker. no right on the picket line. At
"He and his assistant appointed by Itmann mine No. 1, women, who
Leeber were working together with were the only ones manning that
local presidents who had ambitions line, were driven away with rocks.
in the district, like Abe Mitchem, to The next night Itmann miners who
put pressure on the other local had seen the incident showed up
ready to join the pickets.
officials.''
"Those women have as much right
A be Mitchem gained notoriety
during the summer's strike by getting on the line as I do," one said. "They
miners to ride in the back of his have to raise their families on what
pickup truck as he rode over picket was promised them from the
lines. His son testified on behalf of (medical and retirement) fund."
the coal companies in: injunction
"I have eight dhildren to raise,"
hearings in the Federal court in one woman reported. "They took
Bluefield, W.Va.
away our hospital card one year after
As it became appa:reht that there my husband was kilh~d. Never said
would be no response from Boyle, why. They don't have to say why."
either to Payne's group or the locals,
The strategy to spread the strike

.

URDER

at this point was to close down
mines in one area and urge the
miners to go to other areas and shut
down others.
As roving pickets moved from
Wyoming Co. to the neighboring
counties, 26 local coal companies
renewed their court efforts to crush
the stoppage. On July 16, Federal
Judge Sidney Christie opened
injunction hearings in Bluefield.
By this time, the grass-roots
nature of the strike and the support
of the working miners was evident.
50 of the disabled leaders were
immobilized by subpoenas or
contempt citations. Tied up all day
in court or facing possible jail
sentences, the leaders watched the
strike spread through Logan Co.
without them.
There was not a day that week,
however, that the press in West
Virginia was not announcing or
predicting the death of the strike.
Headlines proclaimed how much the
strikers were hurting the West
Virginia economy and themselves.
Columnists were expressing
sympathy for t.he cause of the
disabled miners, but were adding
that the dissidents were foolishly
attacking the wrong parties, the coal
companies.
Strikers felt strongly that the close
ties between the big coal companies
and the · union, at the district and
international levels, necessitated
. their approach.
' In 'Bluefield Federal court,
Richard ·:Bank, a young lawyer from
Charleston, and several laWyers frdm
the Appalachian Research and
n e fens e . Fund (A p p 1ere cU
' 'representt:Jd the disabled miners. 'fhe

URDER
26 companies seeking permanent
injunctions decided to throw in their
case with Consolidation Coal and
abide by its decision. Consol and
U.S. Steel brought down their
Pittsburgh attorneys. Consol
president George Love attended the
hearings and sat at the table with the
attorneys.
,
Fearing the worst, one disabled
miner remarked, "They've really got
their top guns down for this one.
The judge looks exactly like
them-old, fat and bald-and
probably thinks just like them." This
fear was borne out somewhat by the
objections sustained and overruled
by Judge Christie.
On July 17, Judge Christie, in a
rare move, asked the disabled miners
in court if they would call off the
strike while he attempted to arrange
a meeting between them and UMW
President Tony Boyle. The disabled
miners once again disclaimed any
ability to control the strike, and
Judge Christie froze the hearings. He
called on Boyle to meet with the
dissidents.
Boyle again refused to attend any
such meeting. His attorney, Edward
Carey, cited as his reason the
impending civil suit against him by
the other dissident group, the
Association of Disabled Miners ahd
Widows, Inc.

The experimental UNM bus system
ends today.
11
The cost was out of all reasonable
proportion for the use it gets/1 said
Sherman Smith, vice president for
administration. and development,
and the administration's
representative for the ASUNM
sponsored -shuttle bus proiect.
Smith cited three reasons for the
failure of the bus system. 11First,
people are not at all used to the
idea it1s alien to them.
"Also/1 Smith continued, "they
may obiect to paying a nickel,
though I can't understand why.
"Finally, University Blvd. is not
one of the main routes to campus
for mo~st students, and there is
something psychologically
obiectionable about driving past the
university and then riding a bus back.
11
We did not assume at any time
Friday, October 9, 1970

that the operation would pay for,
itself," Smith said, 11for the project
to have worked out, many more
people needed to use the parking
lot."
The parking lot, which could
accomodate 900 cars, had an
average of 40 cars per day last
week and 60 this week. The total
cost for the two week proiect was
$1540," said Smith. "The total
income for the entire two week
period will amount to about $55 by
today's end.
"I can,t think of any alternative
(to the parking problem) at this
time/' said Smith. "The students
iust aren't ready for th(e shuttle bus
system. Maybe if the situation gets
worse we will try this idea again,
but whether the students will ever
be ready for an idea like this is iusf
speculation.
11

11
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STROBE. LIGHTS
POSTERS

Language Requirements Studied

BLACK_LIGHTS

A & S Board Considers Dropping 4-Semester Minimum

COLOR ORGANS
Tapes from
$1.00 to $5.77
Complete ?'ccorcling, repair and
installation

facilities,

Thousands of tapes to choose fromlisten before you. buy I
BankAmeri~ard/Master Charge

look for the orange bldg.
256-7241
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A special five-member advisory
board has been set up by William
Roberts, chairman of the modern
language department, to study the
College of Arts and Sciences
language requirement.
The ' board, Robet·ts said . is
compnsed of UNM language
instructors and makes up "the
whole spectrum of thought"
concerning the requirement, He
said the group will probably give
their recommendations to the
language department for approval
in mid-November. If appi'Oved
the recommendations would go t~
the dean of Arts and Sciences for
consideration by his faculty and
student committees. The faculty
of Arts and Sciences will cast the
final vote on the recommenda-

.

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
and Laundry
Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central S.E.
247-0836

More jobs Than Graduates Except In AeYospace Field

tions if passed by the dean's
committees,
At present, students enrolled in
Arts and Sciences must be able to
complete the fourth semester of a
foreign language to graduate. If a
student believes he has had
enough language in high school to
be able to by-pass the two
beginning .semesters of a language,
he may take only the third and
fourth semesters to fulfill the
requirement.
Proficiency exams may also be
taken by a student who believes
he should receive language credit
without actually studying a
foreign language.
Some students have by-passed
the requirement by avoiding or
withdrawing from Arts and
Sciences and enrolling in tlie
"University Studies" program.
This program grants liberal arts
degrees without requiring study in
a foreign language.
Roberts said he does not know
if the four-semester requirement
will last. He said he would not
favor a two-semester requisite
since "at the beginning of the

Beware the Body
Shirt Snatcher!
You're fair game when you wear
a Van Heusen Body Shirt.
Don't lose your shirt to a light-fingered lovely!
'Cause the perfect fitting body shirt from Van
Heusen is meant for YOU, man! It's the trimmer
look for the '70s, sparked by bolder stripes and
solids, new long point collar. and 2-button cuffs.
PRIUS! Two big CJ'Ies' Two round-ltrp
fl•ghls v~a SAS SCANDINAVIAN AIRLINES
to Ctper~tlagen ar.d Majorca fer a swmg·
mg. expense pa:d CLUB 33 vaca11on• Plus
a tox. of Vein Heusen eody Shirts for each

of 25 runner up entnes Easy to enrer. JOJSI
create yo:.sr own s!~;gan$let cur Body Sfmt
ad Send en!ues to C~::ege Contest, VAN

HWSEN. 417 fllth A;enJe, New York, New
Ycrk l0Ctl6 Conlesrvu::1where proh.Med

byl;M

second. year (of a foreign
Three options must be met to
language) one discovers the more fulfill the requirement at the
interesting uses of a second University of Texas at Austin: (1)
language."
four successive semesters of a
If the language requirement is foreign language beyond the two
dropped, Roberts said he believes units required before admission
only a small drop in foreign (2) students who elect to study ~
language enrollment would take new language (other thari a
place. He said many students foreign language studied in high
would study foreign languages school) must pass four semesters
"just for the desire of knowing a of that language and ( 3) students
second language." Roberts said he with no foreign language training
is a firm believer in the value of
knowing a foreign language.
"I would hate to have a
substantial part of the Arts and
Sciences students not be exposed
to a foreign language," said
Roberts. "It forms an essential
part of a liberal arts education."
Beginning his second year at
UNM after 20 years at Vanderbilt
University, Roberts said he
believes the language department
to be "very innovative." Navajo is
being taught for the first time at
UNM under the direction of
i
I
Garland Bills. Over 80 students
I
are enrolled in Navajo this
semester and three Navajo Indian
graduate students are instructing
the language.
Another innovation mentioned
by Robert£ was doing away with
the beginning Spanish textbook
published by the Modern
Language Association. The new
books, Roberts said, are more
"suitable and interesting."
Roberts said he has been
must pass four semesters beyond
the beginning course.
studying the language
requirements of several other
Beginning this fall at the
universities since last winter. He
University of North Carolina in
submitted some of his findings to
Chapel Hill all incoming freshmen,
The Lobo:
regardless of what their major is
Harvard University-"Require· or will be, must complete at least
ment may be met (1) by a
three semesters of a foreign
placement examination score of language or two semesters in
560 or better, or by 560 or better mathematics. The math option is
on College Boards in language one of the more radical
presented for freshmen admission altl'rnatives to foreign language
(2) by passing first, second, third study.
or fourth semester courses (3) or . Five .semesters in one language
by passing the College Board IS reqUired at the University of
Advanced Placement Test with Los Angeles. This however, may
grades of 3, 4 or 5,
be reduced by advanced
placement depending on how
much the language was studied in
high school.
1~')!1/'Jll''/'P'li:~·;"'~'''"'"''r"''/"'"''11'/r····•/"/'11'!!~1'1''/""'/''''
,.,, .,.........,w
:.. 1. L ... : :...Jio ..... !:.. t:.:.JL!: .. t;;.~ •• ' .. !;); •• .:JJ ••:d• ,JU JJ.l!li.J,LiJl::.LJ.:.:.I
Roberts said the UNM
requirement is an average on
compared to those throughout th<'
co~ntry_. He st~emed to expn•ss
faith In the recommendations
which will bt• made by the
Friday, Oct. 9
advisory board.
J •••

VAN HEUSEN®417
Body Shirt

The only 15¢ 11,amburger
.. .
1n town ...
is here

CAlliNG U

Homecoming Queen Election; Union
gallery; 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
ASUN!\1 Election; Union ballroom•
8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
'
Islamic Society; Union, room 231-E;
5 p.m.
Lambda Chi Alpha: Union, room
231-D; 5:30p.m.
3 HO; Union, room 253; 7 p.m.
"The Committee" ASUNM Film
Committee; Union, theater; 7 & 10
p.m.

· · R.

Some of you got the idea Red. Top's new 15c hamburger was just a
temporary offer. A Super Spec1al. Not on your life. It's here to staythe same meaty all-beef burger topped with Red Top's own tangy
vyestern sauce. And on a full 3lf2-inch bun. All for 15 cents. All the
t1me. So come and get 'em.

15¢ EACH ...OR SEVEN FOR $1.00

F1EDTOP

6820
Menaul Blvd.,
N.E.

Ask the Red Top manager for your

F!EE RDnSEl1S CLtm CA11D
YOUR TICKET TO ONE FREE FOOD ITEM A MONTH

~1·

WANT. ADS.

Engineering may be going out
of style among students, but it's
sure not going out of business.
That's the conclusion of a
study by UNM College of
Engineering Dean R. Richard
Dove. And he has the figures to
back him up.
"Although job recruiting has
been less intense for our g.t;aduates
than usual," Dove noted, "there
were almost two job offers per
graduate for our people last year.
And the salaries for beginning jobs
continued to increase, although at

Dove
a slower rate of increase than in
the past. Our bachelor chemical
engineering students last year
received an average offer of $915.
"In addition, the recent survey
by the national Engineers Joint
Council indicates that although
the demand for engineers this past
June and next June is down, there
are still tnore jobs available than
graduates from engineering
schools," the UNM dean said.
"In fact, outside the aerospace
industry, whose woes have been
so played up by national media,
the engineering world is still

relatively healthy. Again, that
Engineers Joint Council survey
shows that all engineering
specialties are still in demand
except for aerospace, research and
development areas, and machinery
manufacturing," Dove continued.
"This survey, incidentally, goes on
t.o say that all industries except
aerospace indicated their
expectations that growth would
be resumed by 1972 .and would
continue through 1975."
The UNM engineering educator
feels that students who are now
disregarding engineering as a field
may boa making a serious mistake.
But don't get him wrong. A
number of pitfalls can trap the
potential engineer.
"When I go to high schools and
talk to students about engineering
as a potential field of study,"
Dove explains, "I tell them not to
specialize too narrowly, but to
leave themselves a number of
options.
"For example, the student four
years ago who had decided to go
into aerospace and work for a big
company now finds that he won't
be able to get a job. He's
specialized too narrowly and the
times have temporarily passed him
by.
"A student now should get a
good general engineering
education, specialize in that
general discipline, such as
mechal).ical, electrical, civil,
nuclear, or chemical, that interests
him. But he should l<Jave behind
him very specific ideas about what
company he wants to work for
and what specific type of work he
wants to do. He could specialize
himself out of a job," Dove said.
Widespread publicity about
unemployed engineers has
reduced the national enrollment
in freshman engineering classes
and UNM is no exception. The
preliminary figures show that
about 14 percent fewer freshmen
have enrolled in the beginning
engineering class than last year.

Melvin J. Hinich,
mathematician from
Carnegie-Mellon University, will
address a UNM mathematics
department colloquium Tuesday,
Oct. 13, at 3:30p.m. in Mitchell
Hall, room 121.
Hinich's talk, which is free and
open to the public, will deal with
parameter estimation for an
r-dimensional plane wave observed
with additive independent
Gaussian errors.
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Chicken Dinner and a Henry's
Delicious Sundae $1.24 value

ONLY $1.00
(good Sunday !

Across from Campus
1916 Central SE ~:::=::;;;;;;jii'
Open 11 :00 to 11 :00
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Diamonds That Radiate
A Special Happy Glow

LUTHERAN
at 11:00 a.m.
The Rev. Richard Elliott
EPISCOPAL

at 9:30a.m. 8:5:00 p.m.
Wednesday and St. Days. 12:30 p.m.
The Rev. William Crews.
at Canterbury Chapel
425 University NE

DIAMOND SOLITAIRES AND BRIDAL SETS

~
$150

$195

$395

HaH
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And the Cultural Program Committee
Present

'l,f)NY

Offers you

20% Student Discount

$195

$550

$250

~

$175

'l,llNNI~Il
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On Battery Charge,
Lube, Tire Rotation,
Tire Repair and
Pacldng Wheel Bearings.

.

.

$125

-~
-~

Made

FRINGE
SHOULDER
BAGS

;~

-:.

$15.00
open
10-7
extcpt Sunday

243·0(i1J
2217 Lead S.E.
]ust East of Yale

1:

$150

No. 21

.
S•

$250

Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505)
277-4102, 277·4202
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New Mexico Lobo

The New Mexico Lobo is
PUblished daily every regular weelc
of the University Year by the Board
of Student Publications of the
Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico, and is
not financially associated with
UNM. Printed by the UNM Printing
Plant with second class postage paid
at Albuquerque, New Mexico,
87106. Subscription rate is $7 for
the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the
cdltotlal pages of The Lobo arc
those of the author solely.
Unsigned opinion is that of the
editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing neccssadly represents the
Views of the Associated Students or
the University of New Mexico.
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HENRYJS HAMBURGERS
SPECIAL

•

$350

ROGER'S DEEP ROCK

Sunday, Oct. 11
Musical "George M!"; Popejoy Hall·
8:15p.m.
•
"If," ASUNM Film Committee·
Union, th<'atcr; 7 & 10 p.m.
•

That's this Sunday's

,·

Worship Schedule

Popejoy

Saturday, Oct. 10
Lobo Hamburgers vs. KUNM
Circuitbreakers, flag football·
Zimmerman Field; 2 p.m.
'
"If," ASUNM Film Committee· ,
Union, theater; 7 & 10 p.m.
'
Lobo football, vs. San J osc State·
UNM stadium, 7:30 p.m.
'

CHICKEN and a SUNDAE

Dove predicts that total decreaRe
will be about 10 percent. In
addition, enrollment at the
graduate level in engineering
continues to drop.
UNM's engineering enrollment
in .sophomore, junior and senior
classes remained the same as the
1969-70 figures, and Dean Dove
predicts they may find themselves
again in a se11er's market.
"Let's face it," Dove says, "this
is a technological society, more
than anything else. Our
technological problems will have
to be solved by engineers. No one
else can do it. And as we make a
bigger effort to solve problems in
areas such as urban revitalization,
pollution, population,,
transportation and energy
production, engineers will again ,
be much in demand.
"I think students who are
staying away from engineering
because they hear so much about
job shortages are making a
mistake."
In how many other fields can a
21-year-old student with a
bachelor's degree get a starting
salary of more than $900 a
month?

LUTHERAN&
EPISCOPAL

Math Colloquium

· C}ei R.c . ·

to stay!

Page 2

Engineering: A Big Business
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Hl!ge Mew York Compamy and Seen. ie Production,,.'.·:;
The Soiolgs! The Dmncea! The Story!
The Perlecl Shmv lor All !he Family!
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NO INTEREST
OR CARRYING
CHARGE
WHU.EIN
LAYAl'\b\Y

'·-t
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CONVENIENT
TERMS
AVAILABLE

******** ** * ***** *

~~{

"You're a Grand Old Flag" *"Give My Rcflal'd• to Broad"""1"
"Mary"* 'Hnrri"m.•'
Ovsr There"* "fJclllc Kelly"

* ".

Il .:

"forty-Fivo Minutes" from lilroadway" mnd :mnny :mor0%
Sunday & ~fonclay, October 11 &. 12-8:15 p.m.
Tickets (l.fiO, fi.OO, 5.50, 4.50, B.50
l TN M Students With Activity Cards-V2 Price
Box Office Open Noon-5:30 Mon.-Fri.
And on \Veckend Performance Days
Telephone 277-3121

Friday, October 9, 1970

[...J.'- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Student Accounts Invited
Downtown 318 Centrbl SW Five Points Shopping Center
Open.1 0 AM-6 PM Fri. 10 AM-9 PM
Win rock Open 10 AM-9 PM Daily
Page 3
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Students Evacuate Coronado Three Times

World
News

, Bomb' Threat Calls Empty Dorm
The recent flood of bomb
threats at New Mexico State
University (NMSU) has prompted
inevitable campus rumors
concerning similar threats here.
This time the rumors are true.
Coronado hall has been
emptied three times, twice at the
start of the fall semester and once
last week. All of the evacuations
came on the heels of threatened
bomb plants. Campus police have
investigated the hoaxes but
apprehension after the fact is
"extremely difficult," says Harold

Lavender, vice president for
student affairs.
Lavender said it was nearly
impossibly to speculate on
whether the threats have been
unrelated or are the work of one
person "with a sick mind."
Authorities tend to believe the
threats were not connected
because the three calls were
received at different locations.
"One came to campus police, one
went to Coronado and one went
downtown," said Lavender.
NMSU has had so much trouble

( 18 threats to date) that a $1000
fund has been established as an
incentive for tracking down their
bomb-threat lover. $500 is being
offered for information leading to
the arrest and conviction of
persons threatening university
buildings. The remaining $500 is
being kept in reserve "for any
future occurrences."
No rewat·d "has been posted here
but Lavender says law enforcers
are considering at least one
possible method for deterrance
and/or apprehension. "They're
looking into the possibility of
placing tracing units on key
phones," Lavender said.
Qualifying under the heading of
"key phones" would be campus
and Albuquerque police stations
and selected residence halls.
In the meantime all anybody
can do is wait for another call and
Lavender hopes the wait will last
forever. "It's a tragic situation,"
he said, "because you cry wolf so
many times that after a while
people don't respond to it. Then
the wolf comes."

NEED ARIDE
TO THE
GAME?
BUSES LEAVE
JOHNSON GYM
6:40 & 7:10
RETURN AFTER
THE GAME

Repair & Maintenance
on all foreign cars

30c or 25c ADULT TOKEN

'Joreign

ALBUQUERQUE TRANSIT

Car Speciali:s1s

333 Wyoming Blvd. ;>;E
265-5901
Free Estimate~

STEREO SOUND IS OUR SPECIALTY
Complete line of tape recorders, amplifiers, receivers 1 record players and
speakers.
All Sizes and Prices
Come by and see our custom sound room for optimum comparisons

SALES

SERVICE

5003 Menaul NE

Open9-7

Fri. 'til9 PM

268-4227

•
I

By United Press International

Cambodia Becomes Republic
PHNOM PENH-Cambodia became a republic today in colorful
ceremonies ending the monarchy under which the ousted chief-of-state,
Prince Norodom Sihanouk, ruled.
The city was ablaze with lights Thursday night for the first time
since war with Communist forces broke out six months ago. Extra
troops were pulled in from the countryside to bolster security.
School children wore the wo;·d "republic" on their shirts and
thousands of office workers, civil servants and militiamen marched in
main streets to practice for the big ceremony.
The proclamation of the republic Was scheduled for 7 a.m. today.

Glen Campbell will play the
Homecoming concert Saturday,
Oct. 17 at the UNM Basketball

Homecoming

arena~

SAIGON-The South Vietnamese govemment officially agreed
Thursday with President Nixon's Indochina peace plan and offered a
proposal of its own by issuing a new challenge to the Viet Cong to
participate in national elections.
Both Cambodia and Laos also gave their support to the Nixon plan
calling for cease-fire throughout Indochina and an eventual peace
conference. "
The acting Laotian foreign minister, Pheng Phongsavan, said
Communist acceptance of the President's peace proposals would speed
an end to the Indochina war. Government sources in Phnom Penh said
Cambodia had agreed with the substance of the plan before it was
presented.
The statement by President Nguyen Van Thieu's government
approving the U.S. peace plan was broadcast about six hours after the
Nixon speech was heard in Saigon. One official said announcement of
the plan followed weeks of talks between the Washington and Saigon
governments.
The South Vietnamese statement hit hard on the theme of "free
elections to determine the future of South Vietnam." Ii said that
effective control organizations would be needed to control a cease-fire.

Spiro Strikes Again
NEW ORLEANS-Vice President Spiro T. Agnew Thursday called
Nixon administration critic Sen. Charles E. Goodell, R.-N.Y., the
"Christine Jorgensen of the Republican party."
Agnew made the statement in a closed meeting with New Orleans
newspaper editors prior to leaving Louisiana for Arkansas and a GOP
rally in Fort Smith. His aft!•rnoon departure was delayed by bad
weather.
Agnew said that Goodell's "vicious attacks on his President and his
administration" WPrP tlw reasons he• (Agn<'w) was criticizing the libe•ral
New Yorker.
"I think that this businPss of <'rossing party linPs as I have done to
single out a memlH'r of my own party is a wry serious matl<•r and I
didn't do it frivolously. But Mr. Goode• II is uniqm>," Agnew said.
"If you loolt at tlw stal<'m<'nls Mr. Goodl•ll made• during his tim<' in
the HousP and compare tlwm with some of tlw slale•ments I have bc>en
referring to, you will find lw is truly tlw Christitw ,Joq.(<'lls<'n of llw
Repuhli<'an party."
,Jorg<•n:.:c•n undPrWE•nL a S<'X chang•• opl'ration.
Agrww ~aiel Uooc!E•ll is ll'nding aid to lhP radit•al ]pftbls whom llw
vk<' presidE'nt said lw lwliPvc•s an• trying to unr!Prmitw Anwrit-a.

U.S. Ask:-; Soviet Acceptance
WASIIIN<lTON ~TJw UnitPd SlatE's, shrtt{.(ging off tin• Communi~!.~·
initial unfavorablP n•sponM•, Ul'{.(l'(l lht• SoviPl Union 'l'hursday l o try lo
p!'n;uadt• North Vit>lllam and llw ViPt Cong lo acePpt I'rPsiclent Nixon's
Indochina Jl!'ae<• plan.
Th(• Prt>sidl'nt, en route to n WE'PkE•ml rc•st at Kt•y Biscayne, Fla .• was
gratifit•d by thP fon•ign and domPslic n•at'tion to his \V('(Illl•sday night
spt>t>ch to tht• nation and was unperturlwd by Communist dt>nunciations
at the Paris pl'ace talks.
"At first blush, it would spc•m that it. had bN•n tunwd down," Nixon
told newsmen. But, he addPd, "We I'Xp!'ct a mon• s<'t'ious and formal
reply in about a WPek."

FAA Revokes License
In Fatal Team Crash
WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
government lifted the licenses
Thursday of the company that
owned the ill-fated Wichita State
University charter plane and the
firm that supplied the crew. It
claimed their business
arrangement apparently was a
"facade" to duck air safety
regulations.
Federal Aviation Administrator
John H. Shaffer announced the
action against Jack Richards, Inc.,
owner of the Martin 404 that
crashed Friday, and Golden Eagle
Corp., which provided the crew.
Both are Oklahoma City
companies.
The plane slammed into a
mountainside near Loveland Pass,
Colo., Friday killing 30 persons,
many of them members of the
Wichita State University football
team.
Shaffer told a news conference
of the grounding of all 16 planes
owned by Jack Richards, and the
revocation of the air taxi
certificate held by Golden Eagle
as questions about both
operations mounted in the wake
of the tragedy.
Richards clnimed he was not
tlw opN·ator of the plan<', but
nwrely le:u:ed it to Wiehita State
University. Goldt>n Eagle
contended it was not the
operator, but simply provided the
crew, and therefore was not in
violation of its air taxi certificate.
'rhey claimed the university,
which had least•d the plan<', was
the craft's operator, and as such

would have to accept the legal
responsibility.
Shaffer, however, rejected the
idea. The arrangement between
Golden Eagle and Richards
"appears to have been a device to
skirt" FAA regulations, he said,
calling it "a facade."
Shaffer said he believed an
"emergency exists" and the FAA
was revoking Golden Eagle's air
taxi certificate because "the
public interest" required the
action.
In a letter released later, the
FAA showed it had warned
schools and universities as early as
August about questonable air
charter flights.
"It is our hope to reduce the
possibility of college athletic
teams being transported by
uncertificated "fly-by-night"
charter organizations so that the
teams may enjoy the safety to
which they are entitled," the
letter said.

Chevron
............. 24

~
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PLUS

LARRY McNEELEY

7:30PM
U.N. M.
Basketball Arena

H

U.N.M, Studen• Rates Available

Give something different. Tasty. Hot. Tender. A special sauce.
Cheese. Lettuce. McDonald's Filet 0' Fish Sandwich.
Wrapped free.

4
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LOCATIONS
LOMAS AT SAN PEDRO, N.E.
5324 4th St., N.W.

f-Afn.,
f \
McDona a-s
u
U®

CANDELARIA AT EUBANK, N.E.
MENAUL AT SAN PEDRO, N.E.

I ·

Josel>h's Indian Curio Sholl

!
!
I
i

..-~n

r_i

Authentic Indian Jewelry
Pottery-Rugs-Leather Goods And Posters
(Just Across Central From Campu3)

Ph. 243-3395

•+

j

2216 Central Ave. S.E.

II
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f~ re.sb\'tecian
~~hurch

Worship
Servir.e 9:30
.
_ _& lf"iOO
College Club
Thursday, 7:30p.m.
Westminster Building
Nursery Available

The Best GRINDERS
(Italian SubmariQ.e Sandwiches}

''-al.e

111-D Harvard, S.E.

-:pre.$~~
a... l::rikfe -bo
~.:nn ;e. ({}cree.JL a+ +Je.

JJ!ues "

JAI\J 1:S :::JOPl-IN
Today a-£: 4fm ~~<- kP,c;K. radio 1/t?O

823 Copper Ave. NE at Locust NE

Central al Universily
Rusty Gower, Dealer

Please don't wait
until it freezes
to win tcrize your car
Lobo's Beat San Jose

LET OUR PENDANT DO YOUR TALKING

TICKETS

.f••-"~-~a-nu-nq-RII-••-a•-•M-·~-••-·~-•n-~~-nR-~n---~a-•11-1!"-11"-lln

(take 20% off)

urn
t:::.
CAMPBEll

$3.50- $4.50 $5.50- $6.50

Deans Honored
Two rooms on campus will be
renamed in the honor of Deans
Etiteritus Howard V. Mathany and
Lena C. Clauve .

$7.50 per month

OLEN CAMPBELL
SHOW

OCTOBER 17

The Albuquerque Mustang Club
will hold a rally on Saturday at
the University Stadium parking
lot.
Registration will be from 10
a.m. to 1 p.m. with the first race
to begin at noon.
An entry fee of $2 for members
and $3 for non-members will be
charged. All classes of cars are
welcome.

The Springs are the only area in
a 1 0-mile radius with water, and
have been inhabitated
continuously for 10,000 years.
The project is being funded by
the Horizon Land Corp. which
owns the land.

H~~~e;:~~~ing

THE ~

GAYLORD AND HOLIDAY

Archaeology
A mass archaeological project
at Comanche Springs has turned
up 10,000 artifacts and is
attracting I arge groups of
students.
Frank Hibben, who is directing
the excava,tions, Raid that 164
students have attended the first
two excursions with 150 signed up
for the next one scheduled for
Saturday.

UNIVERSITY

• • ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF U.N.M.
POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE PRESENTS

SATURDAY

Novelist
Sean Hignett, Scottish novelist,
playwright, and critic will read
from his works and discuss novel
writing on Friday at 8 p.m. in the
Kiva,
Hignett, a lecturer in
educational psychology at Moray
House in Edinburgh, spent three
months at the D. H. Lawrence
Ranch in Taos this year.
The lecture is the first
sponsored by the English
department and is open to the
public.

Mustang Club

South Vietnam Offers Plan

SPECIAL GUESTS

I

CAMPUS BRKEF§

,

If you have something to say to her
but can't quite find the words,
a diamond pendant speaks volumes.
In 14 karat yellow gold ..$27 .50.

Over 12 and under 22? Then let TEXAS INTERNATIONAL take you up
on this great offer.
For just $3 we'll give you a Youth Fare Card that's good for 20% off regular
fare on any TEXAS INTERNATIONAL flight in the U.S. On any day. For one
full year. And you can be sure of confirmed reservations.
There's a bonus, too. Our Youth Fare Card is honored by most other airlines. So you can use it to visit all parts of the country.
Complete the application below and mail it with $3 and proof of age to:
YOUTH FARE, Vice President- Sales/Marketing, TEXAS INTERNATIONAL
AIRLINES, P. 0. Box 60188, Houston, Texas 77060. Or drop by your nearest
TEXAS INTERNATIONAL ticket office, today. You'll go places.

THXHS INTBPNHTIDNOL HlrLINDS
Getting better all the time

Jelling !o Arkansas, California, Colorado, Louisiana. Mississippi, New Mexico, Tennessee, Texas, Utah and Mexico.

Mindlin

TICKETS ON SALE NOW

Jewelers Since 191$
AT THE U,N.M. STUDENT TICKET OFFICE-FINE ARTS
BUILDING, UNIVERSITY OF ALBUQUERQUE AND KAND B '

314 Central S. W. • Albuquerque
Convenient Terms

TICKET INFORMATION 217·3411 OR 277·3412

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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Lobo Picks

"3-in One"

San Jose at New Mexico

Center

Roger
Ruvolo
(12·7)
NM, 27-13

NM, 28·24

NM, 31·20

NM, 27·21

Brigham young at Arizona

Ariz., 28·7

Ariz., 34-7

Ariz., 34·15

Washington St. at ASU

ASU, 28·14

ASU, 28·7

ASU, 40·20

ASU, 34·20

Wyoming at Colorado St.

csu, 17-14

csu, 17·10

csu, 28-10

csu, 17·14

Utah at Oregon State

osu, 21·17

osu, 21·14

osu, 21·16

osu, 31·24

KUNM vs. The Lobo

Lobo, 14·0

Lobo, 17·0

Lobo, 66·0

Lobo, 9·0

Read 3 Times Faster?
Raise grades

This will be the fourth ti_me t.he
two teams have met on Umvers1ty
stadium turf, and the Spartans
have won every time.
The game should be a hard
fought battle pitting the Lobos
proven offensive attack (the ~esi
rushing team in tl~e WAC) agamst
a primarily defensive San Jose.
Albuquerque will get ~ look ~t
a possible All·Amcncan m
linebacker Dave Chaney. Chane~
is a strong point in the Spartans
strongest category' and the Lobos
will try to run away from the
210-pound junior.
San Jose is currently 1·3 on ~he
season, their only victory commg

Cut study time
3 to I 0 times faster or your money refunded

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
·

265-6761

Paul
Fleck
(10·9)

207 Dartmouth Dr. N.E.

Classes start Oct. 19, 7 p.m.

( 1 blk. East of cam us)

SPECIAL PURCHASE!

Sports

'

I

By ANDY GARMEZY
The difference between last
year's wrestling team and this
year's is experience and depth.
Despite the loss of Rudy Griego
through graduation and All-WAC
performer Rick Ortega, the team
has eight starters returning from a
ten man team that finished eighth
in the WAC last season.
As a result of last year's
disappointing season coach Ron
Jacobsen recruited players in the
weight divisions that were
·weakest. His results give the
Lobos one of the most balanced
teams UNM has had.
With eight starters returning,
and the addition of several JC
transfers, thP team has experience
at almost every one of the ten
weight classes. "The attitude is
more serious this year,"
commented Jacobsen. "The guys
are going to be challenged for
their positions by newcomers and
they'll have to fight to maintain
them."
Of the 10 weight classes, the
118-pound category is the
weakest class. Ron Lucero, a
transfer from Trinidad JC, and
sophomores Dave Vaughan and
Carlos Garcia give the Lobos
d~>pth at that position, but only
Garcia has sel'n limited match
l'Xperience.
The 126 and 13·1-pound classes
give the Lobos back-to-hack
l'xperience. Sophomore Mike
Woelk, 7·10 last season, and
senior Vic Romero ( ·1·5·1) will
have the task of building the early
lead for the Lobos in competition.
Joining Woclk in the 126-pound
class is Mike Bodendorfer, a
transfer from UTEP, which
dropped their wrestling program
this year.
Lack of match experience in
the 142-pound class could hinder
the Lobos. The starting position is
up for grabs between JC transfer
Bob Velley, and freshmen Mike
Liebee and Mike Neas.

against Santa Barba:a on the first
day of the season. Smce then they
have lost to nationally ranked
Stanford and then droppl'd two
heartbr~akers to Ari:t.ona and
Long Beach State.
Against Arizona, ~t appeared
that the Spartans had _It sewl~d up,
29 .27 when the Wildcats were
forced to punt. But the punt was
dropped and Ari:t.ona n•covered
and kicked the winning field goal
near the two-minute marlt to take
a one point victory.
Last week against Long Beach,
the two defenses stifled each
other's offenses but Long Bf.>ach
emerged as a 7·3 victor, a rare low
score in today's explosive
football.
The Lobos sport a 1-2 record
and fumble-plagued memory. 13
fumbles lost in three games has
contributed to their two losses
and almost turned their one
victory into a third loss.
The Wolfpack boasts a
nationally ranked runner in Sam
Scarber. ·scarber is complimented
by Fred Henry and Nate McCall,
both who have prown themselves
explosive runners.
Rocky Long will handle the
quarterback slot without an
experienced replacement. '!OJ?
Stine will be teady to step m 1f
Long is injured. Stine, a conyerted
end has had all week to adJUst to
the 'new position and is expected
to be ready if needed.
Cliff Archer, injured in the
opening game, is expecte~. to
return to his linebacker position.

From the 150 pound class to
heavyweight, the Lobos have both
depth and experience. In the
150-pound category Guy
Hargrove, John Stein and Marvin
Jones give the Lobos three players
with experience.
Fred Paynter ( 4·10-1) in the
1 58· pound class and Tim De
Groat and Dave Jasko in the
167-pound division give the Lobos
a strong middle weight division.
In the heavier weights the

Nov. 28
Dec, 4-5
Dec, 12

Athletcs in Action Home
Away
Ariz. Invit.
Southern Utah
College
Home
Dec. 17
Colo. School of
Mines
Away
Dec. 19
U, of Wyoming Away
Jan. 9
U. of Utah
Home
Jan. 16
Northcrn Ariz.
u.
Home
Jan. 26
csu
Away
Jan. 27
Western State
Collece
Away
Jan. 28
Ft. LewJs College Away
Feb. 11
ASU
Home
I•'eb. 12·13 N.M. Invit.
Home
Feb. 18
U of Ariz.
Away
Feb. 19·20 Sun Dt•vil Tourn. Away
Feb. 27
BYU
Home
Mar. 6·7
WAC Tourn.
Mar. 12-13 NCAA Reg. Tourn.
Mar. 25·27 NCAA Championships

,I

SERVICE ON
AMPS.
STE:REOS.
TAPE·
RECORDERS
$5.00 DFFWITH
THIS AD

A.A. & B TV AND
CENTRAL SEWING MACHINE
S.E.

247 .. 0229

WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
IGU, a£tert1oons pre(crnb]y or mni1.

Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 81106
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JliC"IC up in Utn. 205, Journnli~m IlMtr.

'NOi.-rcE": ii,r. cr•.A.s~iwil:~u l\"Ds mu9tlic

Inspired by .the latest European sports shoe styling, it's the
all-round lightweight shoe for every type of indoor and
outdoor sports and casual wear. With soft, pacl:lod ~nkle
collar, foam padded tongue, leather toe guard, c~shJor~cd
insole, 2-tone wedge sole. Black stripes on whrte VInyl
upper. Boys' sizes 2Y2-6, men's 6'1::·12.
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by 3 p.m.
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LOST & FOUND
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1

bluC' rn~c nt Hnrvntd nhd Central. Cnll

2U6-GR41. 10/12

FOUND~

sporting goods

for all outdoors
DOWNTOWN•WINROCK

CAN'T COME IN?
Phone 247-3764 or mail your. order fo·
COOK'S SPORTING GOODS, 308 CENTRAL SW, ALBUQUERQUE 87101. !~elude
tax and 50¢ pr. postage and handlmg.

.
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COLOR

·sr.rni•':-,~R;-;tl:;:"I.-;-;N: i)~T, hrnw;.
<msc in Anlhror>olo!lY builditm. Cnll 277-

Exactly as presented l!Vf on st~ge in San

2HRH nftct• 3: 311.

ASUNM Film Committee

FRIDAY
October 9

7 and 10 p.m.
soc and 1. D.

:n

HBRVICES
J,~Nc1J~Ji·--pJCtcYN<1:---- nuilnr l('!lson!1 in

/rmt•y flilf.!('ritlrr----t•all J.rwin nt r~.P.
Pim(lntP1 nnd Sons Guitttt• Shop; 334..4072. 10/15

TYtiiNa:I"nM:
Unfvt•rsily,

}>age 6

NEW MEXICO LOBO

242-7254. 10/14

TYI;ING~d;~con ·lnM. 10 years experience.
5)
l<'OR SALE
GJU':A T BUYS: Smith-Coronn l'ortnble

I~lcrtric Typewriter, like new. _ $117 •
Also, no mo~n• pnrkin~ nrohlcm with 1968

J.;J~~;;I,i tr~~W.·it~r.

250-3181. 10/16
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Suzuki trniJ.hilt<'. 2600 miles, new tunc...
up, $106. Cnll 2GG-046H. 10/0

(;"';"}i:"floCi'n~ ~STATN -81-i~'="n"'g"""o----,phono
~rnpl,. $55

!0114

or

best

offer. Cnll

R42-6050.

Jo'Rl~E::::--:-OJ:-;d-,;:;ro~,-vn--:-m-:-n-::p-.-;:H;-n-nc:;;ll-::oo=m:-::;ed
fnbrics, ponchos (men and women's l,
h1nnJt()ts. rurrs. Casu Guntcma1n, 01tl
'fown. l•,inest C('ntral, South Amt:~ricnn

Imports. 10/12
. .
uu"Rrci.:SHI~I-,iiNHD tJUPH !or sall'. Big
and lwnlthy. $10, 2521 Cnnd<•lnria NW.
10!!2

I•:t.J•:CTIWLUX- four Blcl'trolux vneuum

·N;;r

monthly

pnYmt!nts~Unitcd I~'rehrht

Sales,

San Mntco NIO:, 100/12
2oo ·trsi"nTv·~..:.:.~li""";;tyl;;,-:- $lu-uP"."44"i
3020

_V\fYo~n_:--_~E. 255;?987. -~0/9

6)

if....

Sons, Newark. Now JetS()Y

"GO!-FOR THE FURY.
FORCE
, AND FUN OF

if

.... -LOOK

''ANGRY, TOUGH AND
FULL OF STING!" -uFe
"A PICTURE YOU MUST
SEE THIS YEAR IS if..~:

.

<,,

CAHi-itNH-~po~t-J)~;,.,-m('niA-:-S30o~- AcMr.;
Pl•~RSONNI.~I.,,

1303 Snn !lcdro Nil;. 256 ..

iiriS. rrJ.;cr;ir>Tro"N!s;r~li;,h"t tyJ;i~rr $35o:
ACMJ~ Jil·~HSONNEI~I... 1303 Snn Pe!dro
NE. 2o6·:JU4G. 10/15 _
7)
MISCELLANEOUS
n; ANYON!~ finds a Womnn 'a ~old Ill
h1·rtcclct with n double chnln, mail it in
uny envelope_ tnnrkcd campus mnil-no
postnfl""'""to Ilox 20, UNIII.
--~-·~-~

I
MALCOLM McDOWELl· CHRISTINE NOONAN · RICHARD WARWICK· DAVID WOOD ·ROBERT SWANN
oAV/o'sHERWIN · fiNDSAY ANDERSON· MiCHAEL MEDWIN·~ LINDSAY ANDERSON· COlDR[:II.f.i~
@;;~~'i."~":"::..-::-::·~ APARAMOUNT PICTURE '-./.'!f...!_
t;:>.n.tq

ASUNM FILM

October 10•11

COMMITT:!E

Sat. f:l Sun.. 7:00 f:l 10:00 p.m.
SOc plus Student ID

]

I'm tbe Joe the whole
country's talking about!
~ell

TBI1JMPBI A RIP-SNORTER! A
TBIS MINUTE' FILM!" -Judith crist
~~'JOE' MUST SURELY RANK IN IMPACT
WITH 1 BONNIE AND CLYDE'!"-rime Magazine
~~CLEARLY THE MOVIE OF THE MOMENT
AND MAYBE ·THE MOVIE OF THE YEABI''
1

-Washinglon Slar

~~***%*BRILLIANTLY DONE,
This is where it's at

DEVASTATINGLY. FUNNY! "-New York Daily News

Body shirts
Apachie ties
Wide belts
Flair slacks

$6.50 up

Belted sweaters

$9.00 up

2 pc. slack suits
for men and ladies $25.00 up
Outwear jackets
The Wet Look

$29.95

Double breasted
Corduroys & Wools

$29.95

Prince Rinaldi
Dress shirts

EMPLOYMENT

:JMO. 10/lr.

~

· Plaza Primorusa ]

sp~inl~om·

rlC':tnf'rn to b~ aold tor S39.!lfJ ('1\Ch or

't,OST-;;;;-nil rrdlt! Ill h~M·elet, ;Jouhle rhain.
''"II Cindy
24~·%11.
-·---·
.....
l•'o~nd: GliASSJ ;S, rnrtnl frnmt', IntiC'd
-~-~--

0PlminJ~

COLLI<:CTIVI•::.-Head .Stop
Center (I•'r"" Store! now offering VolksWI~"ten tune•UP nnd repair. 242-2034 or

ot'J.!nnic

t'i<•anors, fret• Ham!lloo, 877-9259. 10/12
"inir.J>-.;t;;}.:,~~u,: n~y ·i;i~.t~;;;;l;,bl; ~~~p.
Stllt1, 26R-7244, nfl<-r 3. 10/16
AT;rr~N'I'ION: Ar.r, BLIMJ' w.A"Tciii<:!i:<i

Taos "t\Ioccasins
Beadwork

MrX~HANICS

}IFit:r> THJ.: r>Qi.i:"UTION problem-~use
pho!ltJhnt~

2ti6~9144.

20H·38~~:_:1:_:0/c_:O:...__,......_ _ _ _ __

.YoU nt·~ ''-"•nnted t'or a plrture utory on
your nctfvHiro. Plen.He contnct Dob, niter
five nt 277•4202, 10/!l

for men and boys

SE
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THUNDERBIRD literary and nrt ma~n
zinc ll.r.('fls flrtion, nrt, . noctry, ~tr.
Deadline Od, 30, 1\m. 205 J ournaiJHm

Leather Goods

pJ(loic V~'V. maintenance include-a new
point.a und condcnsor spark plur:s, Jube

212-2034. 10/14

10/12

Incense·IJ

10% Discount 1vith UNM ID

and oil <'hnntte-----includes oiJ, parts. and
labor $17.95 plu• tax. Fnctory trained
m<'Chnnies. Open Sntur~nys 7:30-6: 00
pm, 10/0

---<lt•nlinl.

Quarter Arcade

Admission $4.00 (Movie)

S.E. Corner Old Town Plaza

IIAVE TAI.JO:NT?-Need ial~nt? N..:.linformntion? Cnll Head Stop Switchboard.
tionn. If you'v~ hn1l 011(' or nrC> going
tn huvt• onr1 I'd like to tnlk to you
nhout it. Plca.o:;c cnJI Dl'nh.tte nt. 2774202 nftcr r, J>m. to mnko an appoint•
m(•nt. AU informntion will ht' ronfl-

PARAMOUNT
PICTURES
AMEMORIAL
ENTERPRISES FILM

&

-PLAYBOY

3)

7 pm. 10/19

uiiiO"i;~;];;i;.;--;- st;;~;-.;;; abor·

I

1706

SERVICES
SUI'EIUOR AUTOIIIOTIVE, 8704 Susnn

'fliY.J

0

P. Ballanllna

"LET IT SUFFICE TO
SAY THAT if.... IS A
MASTERPIECE!'

Ph. 243-0033
Movie Continuous-Lobby Book
Store New Open, Adult Books,
Magazines, Bmm Film
Open 7 am to Midnite

1)
PERSONALS
'VANT ~.TOREAD~tllr~cti.;;;;;,. rc.~i;:-~?
Rnise J<rnd..,-rut study tim<>. EVELYN
WOOD Rl.:ADING DYNAMICS. <'lnBs
1!1~

Cold-Brewed B-B-8-Ballantine

ADULT THEATRE

10.

start!J Mondny, Ort.

acolder beer.

-LADIES' HOME JOURNAL

518 Central S.W.

c LAS s I F I E D A DV E R T I s I N G

I
I
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You'll never taste

EROS

BLOOD PLASMA DONOR CENTER
1307 Contrnl N.E.
Tuos.-Snt, 8-5

to

MIX OR MATCH SALE
5 FOR $1.00
chili dog
french fries
mustard dog
kraut dog
baked beans
Through Oct, I8
4201 Central
4901 Lomas
5810Menaul

High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
special rates for dissertotions-required paper supplied free
locations in Winrock Center,
SfMMS BUll DING other
National Building &'120 Madeira NE

6616CENTRAL S.E.
255·0892
(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Years Old
Proof of Age Required

OPEN
? DAYS
A WEEK

RATES! 7c per word. 20 word mini ..
($1.40) por time run. IC ad is to
run five or more con~ecuti\'e dnyn with
no chang{'S the rate is rcdurcd to G("
per word and the minimum numb~r or

kopy korner

TWO LOCATIONS:

TV
REPAIRS

mum

Ber ltllenersthnitltl

radio station in the event none of
the disc jockeys are able to man
their posts following the game.
The outcome of the game has
been added to the weekly
predictions on page six of today's
paper.

518 CENTRAL S.W. ALSO

TERMS: Payment must be rnndc in full prior to insertion o£ advertisement.
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The ann·ual KUNM-Lobo
football game will be tomorrow
afternoon at 2 on the intramural
playing fields.
The traditional slaughter of the
Circuit Breakers will be open to
the public. It is The Lobo's desire
to offer their staff's services to the

Lobos will have three starters
returning. Captain Dave Van
Meveren ( 10-4) will le<~d the team
in the 177-pound class.
Sophomore Bruce Davis (6-4-1)
will again wrestle at the
190-pound division. Last year in
the WAC ch<~mpionships Davis
placed second. Alan "Butch"
Peterson will again pin down the
heavyweight position.
Starting next week the team
will begin practicing five days a
week. The teams first home meet
is Nov .. 28, against Athletes in
Action, when the squad will
compete against eight former
All-American Wl'esilers.
The first WAC contest will be
Dec. 19, when the team travels to
Laramie, to wrestle the University
of Wyoming. Jan. 9, will be the
Lobos fit·st home opener against
the University of Utah.

***
1970-71 Schedule

$CASH$
W~:ImLY EARNINGS
ll!ood l'laHmn !lo110rn N<'e<]('d :

wotda

NEW

KUNM Crunch Tomorrow

Wresting Picture Bright
After Heavy Recuiting

Ariz., 28·13

The Lobos hope to break a
strange home town jinx against
the San Jose Spartans tomorrow
night when the West Coas.t teal!l
meets the 'Pack. Gamet1me IS
7:30 at University Stadium.

Sound By

Guarantee-read

Andy
Garmezy
(11·8)

.

-,--''I

l.

Lobos After 2-2 Record,
San Jose Jinx Breaker .

Stereo-Radio-Cassette-Phono
Onlyl99.95

.

make

c

By

Want to ...

• • •

Don Burge
and
Michael Blake
(13·6)

Stereo Entertainment

i

The Lobo
' their selections
ions The
without knowledge of the other ~ sel~_ct t fo~ this
unanimous selections t?day .mart a c~~cidence.
year's predictors and IS str~ctly a
.
predictors

Mon.-Tue.-Wed.
Thurs.-Fri.
Sat.

Deep tone
Colors
10:00·6:00
10:00-9:00
10:00-7:00

COLOR

1510 Eubank N.E •
Princess Jeanne
Shopping Center

·----------------------------~
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Letters:

More Topless
To the Editor:
I was pleased to note that The
Lobo ran a topless picture of
Homecoming queen candidate Sam
Taggard.
It is sincerely hoped that the other
queen candidates will be given equal
exposure·:
Dick Kimball
(Editor's Note: In tlie event that
we have the opportunity to do so,
we will give all the candidates any
exposure they wish to take credit
for.)

/
1

Opposes Lihn's Bema
Disagrees with Review
To the Editor:
To the Editor: ,
In opposition to Frank L~hn's
I would like to disagree with
article
in the Oct. 6 Lobo, I thmk I
Andrews' review of "Joe" in The
Lobo. I too found the film will begin with the obvious,
extremely well done and devastating. elementary point that people can get
as much out of something as they
I too feel it is an important film.
put into it-merely meaning that if
To say, however, that "Joe" is a people are generally dissatisfied with
warning-"who to look out for" is to Homecoming, they either don't go to
miss the message. "Joe" is a tragedy, any extent in helping with the event
not a warning to the young and an or they really weren't up for a good
accusation of the older, but a time in the first place. Homecoming
beautifully stated tragedy of is not required and many people
American society. On the one side naturally aren't the rah-rah
are those who can only suspect, hate, Homecoming type, but that doesn't
fear or pity the older generation mean they must attend.
(their parents). The missing element Granted-why should they waste
of course is love.
their precious time and money on
If you cannot sympathize with the somewhat of a super bummer in
fact that Joe cannot find a decent their opinion. It is obvious that it is
song to play on the juke box, you've much more beneficial to "waste" it
lost your sense of humor. The total on other areas that interest even
bewilderment of Joe and his friend fewer people. We might as well put
at their first "orgie" is more than the money previously allotted for
hilarious, disgusting, or pathetic, it's Homecoming to real use-like
putting furnished pay toilets in Yale
touching.
"Joe" is a funny film, and a sad Park, having baby sitters strategically
film, but not a film intended to located around the campus for the
ridicule another. To see it in this way mothers attending classes and so on.
It is apparent why the alumni are
is to fall prey to the very element of
American life which is so tragic and not overly enthused about
sponsoring Homecoming. It is not
so devastating.
Carol Lazorik for the alumni, but for the present
enrollment. It is for the students
(Note from Review Editor Charles who enjoy the break from the
Andrews: I agree with most of studying hassle through
Lazorik's comments, and had much Homecoming celebrations, for those
more to say about the film than who have fun by taking part in
space would allow. I don't think that decorating for Homecoming, and for
the entire tone of the review was those who generally make
that "Joe" is merely a warning. Homecoming what it is.
Also, you have established a list of
People like Joe are weak,
narrow-minded, maybe even sick; priorities, such as the Drop-In
that doesn't mean you still shouldn't Center, Free University, improving
the library, assisting the Union in its
beware of them.)

~---

---

restructuring, putting in parks, grass
and trees around the campus, solving
the parking problem and so on. I
hardly think any of these projects
would cost a minimum of $2700 and
realistically thinking, it would be at
least three semesters before any of
these plans could be formulated. I
feel this is a weak excuse for a
shallow opinion, with very little
validity involved. Since when has
money been spent for purely 100
percent sensible, reasonable and
beneficial purposes? Not since I've
been around, I'm pleased to say.
How has the Homecoming
Committee worked in previous years
if it is not a duly constituted
committee? It isn't up to the student
body to make it constituted; it is up
to the governmental heads who are
supposed to represent us.
Again, it isn?t the fault of the _
student body that only one week or
less is left "to attempt to educate a
student body about the priorities
and plans of an administration." It is
the fault of a powerless, insincere
and non-representative government
head.
Naturally your administration is a
prime target for criticism, as it
should very well be. No one is ever
satisfied with what they have, but
that is no reason to take something
away that many people enjoy
without their .fair vote or
representation.
The Greeks are not so stereotype
and conservative that they all like
the idea of Homecoming, but I think
you will find a hassle if you
generalize about the Greek system
and constantly fight it. Oddly
enough, some Greeks do have
something worthwhile to say.
Janie Rueter
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Cozlrt Injz£nctions, Threats Stop
Miners' Strike For Medical Be1zejits
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(Editor's Note: The following
article is the last in a three-part series
about the coal miners' strike. The
miners were striking against the
United Mine Workers Union (UMW)
and coal companies for more medical
and retirement aid for widows and
disabled miners. Working miners
joined in the strike and closed several
mines in the South. Court action
followed.)
BECKLEY, W.Va. (CPS-SCEF)In the meantime, the strike had
spread to Kentucky and Virginia,
with 11,000 miners staying off the
job. Miners in Pike County, Ky.,
ignored federal injunctions and
closed down all mines there.
In Virginia, court action was much
sharper and successful. On July 14,
Circuit Court Judge Glyn · Phillips
issued a temporary injunction against
eight UMW locals in Dickenson and
Russell counties prohibiting striking
at the request of Clinchfield Coal Co.
Seven mines remained closed, and
the following Saturday Judge Phillips
initiated contempt hearings. He ruled
the seven locals to be in contempt,
but said he would defer penalties
until the following Monday to see if
the miners returned to work. If
miners stayed out, Phillips said he
. would fine each local $1500 a day
for every day the mines stayed
down.
The judge said further that i£ this
court action failed to get the miners
back to work he would order all
2000 miners in the seven locals to

appear at a mass hearing the
following weekend and impose
maximum fines and maximum jail
sentences on any miner refusing to
work. Phillips was quoted by one
miner who attended the hearing as
saying, "Boys, I don't care if there's
a picket line a half-mile long-you
cross it or you go to jail."
The mines in Dickenson and
Russell were back in operation the
next week. Over 60 state troopers
were present to preserve law and
order, as put down by Judge Glyn
Phillips.
In neighboring Wise county, Va.,
the circuit court and giant
Westmoreland Coal Co. teamed up to
squelch the strike. 11 miners, all of
them very active union men (six
were local officers) were fired by
Westmoreland the moment any
picketing started. One of the fired
men has charged that their discharge
slips were written up several hours
before the picketing began July 15.
Their local went out on strike in
protest, but that effort was halted in
·
a few days by court action.
Miners for Democracy Chairman
Mike Trbovich made a statement
that Pennsylvania· miners supported
the disabled miners' strike but that
their hands were tied by legal
procedures.
The divisions among dissidents
opposed to UMW President Tony
Boyle appeared most clearly in the
question of the importance of
continuing the strike at the risk of
legal penalties. Joseph Yablonski Jr.,
a Washington, Pa. attorney and son
of the late presidential candidate,
reportedly discouraged ~local officer
in Buchanan Co., Va. £rom
supporting the strike. Yablonski felt

that key supporters of his late father
should not risk trouble when, in his
opinion, legal action against Boyle
and the upcoming Congressional
investigations of the UMW were
more important.
By early August, the strike had
leveled off to about 6000 miners
staying out in four southern West
Virginia counties.
The UMW district officials in that
area, all appointed by Boyle and
re~ponsible to him only, continued
their campaign to end the strike.
District 29 President James Leeber,
together with George Titler, arranged
a meeting between Boyle and 28
local presidents. The topics of
discussion at the meeting did not
include reforms of the fund or the
plight of disabled miners and
widows, but ways to bring the
miners under control and end the
strike. Not all of the 18 locals
delivered on their promises of
support for the disabled miners.
Leeber stressed from the
beginning that the strike was the
work of outsiders. His favorite
outsider was Dr. Donald Rasmussen,
a· lung researcher and a member of
the Physicians Committee for Health
and Safety. Both he and his wife
have supported efforts of the
disabled miners and widows to win
back their hospital cards, but both
deny ever encouraging a strike.
"There is no way an outsider can get
a man to cut off his income and risk
jail for something he doesn't believe
in," said Rasmussen.
At a meeting of the disabled and
working miners on Aug. 16,
Rasmussen charged that the UMW
was working to cut off funds to his
laboratory at the Beckley Appalachiq
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Regional Hospital where he tests coal
miners for lung diseases.
By mid-August, only the
stronghold county of Logan still had
mines closed in southern West
Virginia. The strike was dying there
when it suddenly flared up again as
pickets closed mines in northern
West Virginia and eastern Ohio for a
few days.
Although the courts were
instrumental in stopping the strike,
apparently the major coal companies
in West Virginia feel they were not
effective enough soon enough. Some
operators have requested court
hearings to determine ways in which
injunctions can be used to snuff out
strikes before they gain momentum
in the coal fields.
At a meeting in Mulles, W. Va., in
late August, Robert Payne, president
of the Disabled Miners and Widows
of Southern West Virginia, promised
that his disabled miners' group
would continue the fight. "We will
hold weekly meetings around the
region to educate the miners on the
shortcomings of the union and how
the UMW fund has deprived them of
their rights."
Active miners there pointed out
that this was just part of the fight by
miners to regain their union and that
it would go on "forever.'''
In September, Payne and three
· other strike leaders were handed jail
sentences ranging from two to six
months by the U.S. District Court in
Bluefield.
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U Buildings Inaccessible to Disabled
Campus Lacks Proper Facilities for Students in Wheelchairs
About 20 students on the UNM
cam pus are virtually barred from
entering several main campus
buildings. The students haven't been
suspended or maliciously excluded,
but are discriminated against just as
surely as if they had no right to attend
UNM. They are the disabled students
confined to wheelchairs.
Among inaccessible buildings listed
by Linda Sloane, president of the
Disabled Students Organization were:
the Kiva, the administration building,
journalism building, Hodgin Hall
Union theater, speech department:
placement center, and the new dorms
including Laguna, Santa Ana and De
Vargas. After regular hours, when
main doors are locked the education
complex, biology building, Johnson
Gym and the Union cannot be entered
by disabled students.
Sloane said varying forms of
de-humanization, neglect and
discrimination are practiced on
disabled students all over the UNM
campus. She said, "Once when I
showed up for a work-study typing
job at the biology building, I was told
I couldn't take the job because the
key to the elevator I would have to
use, opened doors all over the
l>uildi11g.''
All of the new residence halls are
inaccessible to disabled students
without someone to carry the student
and his wheelchair over various sets of
steps. Some of the structures violate
federal building codes, which were
enacted before the buildings wel'e
erected. Sloane uaid, "If anyone
wanted to they could file suit against
the University. Maybe I will."
This· summer Sloane was asked to
take a tour_ of the campus
accompanied by the campus architect.
She was to point out areas where
improvements could be made. She

said, "The architect told me they had
the money to make the changes and
he would call me about it again. He
never called."
Added expense to the disabled
stu~ent ~eyond his own special
eqmpment 1s also necessary. Disabled
students using elevators must pay a
dollar for every different elevator key
he uses.
A Matter of Pride
Sloane said she faces difficulties in
organizing disabled students to fight
mut~al problems presented by
arc h1tecture, condescending people
~d social stigma faced by many
disabled people. She said "New
Mexicans have an a~chaic
hide-them-away attitude toward
disabled people. Disabled people who
try to melt into the woodwork are
reinforcing. this type of attitude. In an
experiment run on campus recently a
professor asked his class if they ever
saw disabled students, many said they
had not. After the professor told them
to look, students in his class reported
seeing disabled students for the first
time. Before the problem is pointed
out no one really notices the disabled
student on campus."
J?!~abled people want proper
facilities so "they don't have to ask
for help," said Sloane. It's also
annoying to have peoplr~ rush up and
do things for you when you haven't
asked for aid. Once a guy grabbed my
food tray in the Union. I held onto it
and asked him what he thought he
was doing. He looked stunned to find
out I was an intelligent being that
could talk and had a mind of my own.
I resent unasked-for help. If a disabled
person really needs aid they will ask
for it."
Poorly Planned Facilities.
Even with some facilities for the
disabled students on campus much
time and energy must be wasted every

day just to get to classes. Sloane said
"I w~ste about an hour a day just'
travehng around campus even taking
full advantage of ramps and elevators
provided to make it easier for me to
get around." One example of the
situation is if a student confined to a
wheelchair comes from the residence
halls to a class in the east end second
floor of Mitchell Hall, he must get
help to open the door, wheel all the
way to the west end of the building,
catch the elevator to the second floor
travel of the way back to the east end
and finally enter the classroom.
Several campus buildings are only
accessible to disabled students during
normal operating hours of the day.
Among these are Johnson Gym the
Union and the educaton comple~. All
these buildings are equipped with
ramps and elevators for use by
disabled students;
however , all
.
en trances ngged for use by
wheelchairs are locked after dark. This
limits the disabled student in
participating in open swimming in
Johnson Gym and night classes all
over campus.
Many of the "conveniences"
provided for disabled students are
incorrectly built and violate building
codes. The entrance ramp in front of
Hokona residence hall is too steep to
be asce11ded without tipping a
wheelchair over backwards.
The only rest room on campus
equipped with low mirrors, hand rails
and room to maneuver a wheelchair is
in Mitchell Hall. This bathroom is not
designated to be used by men or
women. Sloane said "Once I went
there and some guy was walking out I
guess he didn't know what the pictu~e
of the wheelchair on the door meant."
Linda Sloane doesn't seem to be
bitter about the tedious problems she
faces everyday while she tries to get
an education.

